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About This Game

In a world where war has been waged for 80 years, the general public revel in televised transmissions of battles, which rage right
across the globe.

The best soldiers have become celebrity A-listers and their fights draw incredibly huge bets.

You take on the role of one of these soldiers and have to forge a career for yourself as a champion, idolized by the masses! If
you get tired of the massacring, join up with the resistance and fight the system. They’ve seen you're a natural born leader!

KEY POINTS:

Bet and kill to earn enough money to survive

Travel the four corners of the earth, with more than 40 champions to beat in 25 missions

Non-linear storyline with two possible endings

Full, evolving arsenal with over 40 weapons

Two endings - choose your own destiny
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I can't get it to play all I hear is music I feel like I wasted my money on a game that doesn't work. It says I played for two or
three hours and I haven't even seen the beginning yet. I'm sorry to put it down it looked like a very good game that's why I
bought it. It still will if it ever plays.. It's just been a few weeks since I have bought the game but it's insanely good. The idea is
good, but its like they made the start of the game but didnt know how to make the rest so they just stopped. Bought it for 1
dollar, and thought it would give me a couple of hours of fun. But it was nothing to do after 15 min. So not worth even a dollar
:+. This game has some potential, I know have only just started, but it was very easy to get into. Played through the tutorial
which maybe should be expanded a bit more, that or they need to get a cut of the manual out there as some of the features I am
not totally sure of at this point. The campaign I stareted was pretty easy to get into, with the cards and random dice roll I get a
sense of the old style games I loved from SPI and Avalon Hill back in the day. Will have to see how it goes over the next few
weeks as it marches towards release. But so far I will say thumbs up.. I'll have to say that the werewolf is pretty sad in it's
responce to facial actions. Not impressed at all on this install.. I had a lot of fun playing this game. This is one of the best
illustrated games. Its like reading a nice interactive book and hoping that there are more to come.. Side-scrolling Hotline Miami
with zombies :3. Well \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 me - at first I thought that it will be just about as boring as it was in very
early stages when the game started out as a social networks game with \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 card deck and
even more \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ier multiplayer. I was so wrong!

+ Solo campaign with nice and sometimes funny (I actually chuckled when saw card called Power Potato) storytelling
+ Smooth gaming experience. Doesn't require much of learning (can figure out most if not all by trial-and-error)
+ Card upgrades and other small, but neat extras

- Visually game still looks like a social network's flash game or \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 mobile port
- Design sometimes seem inconsistent (some characters look like drawn drunk, progress map heavily reminds of Kingdom
Rush's) and plain boring. Templates?
- Somewhat hard to tell what card exatcly will do (probably subjective - not a fan of this type of games), therefore unintentional
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 ups are almost guaranteed
- Lack of sounds, voiced dialogues and quality music

Obviously the game tries to cut some share from Hearthstone's success and at some point it does that very well (campaign,
upgrades)..

Pros:
The scenery is really well made and nice to look at. (Can't say the some for some of the abominations you'll come across
though)

Pretty big area to explore, and lots of collectables to find.

The game can get pretty spooky with the spirits and the unsettling noises they make
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I like how the settings and environment is totally normal, but the things that roam it are anything but. (might just be me
but I thought it was kinda neato)

The story is simple and gets the job done. It gives you reason enough to explore and look around.

Neutral:
The game includes no real side quests. It's mainly the story and exploring the town and finding collectables. I didn't mind
wandering around picking up whatever I found, but I can understand that that might not sound appealing to some people.

You get some items to distract spirits and get around them, but sometimes they just don't work and it's usually easier to
run around them anyway, making them pretty worthless

Cons:
Unfair deaths can and will happen throughout the game. these can get pretty damn annoying depending on how far you
get sent back.

the puzzles are few and far between, but the ones that are there aren't very interesting (I'm not really sure whether or not
to consider them puzzles at all)

the game also seems to have a focus on chase scenes in which some weren't very interesting at all, they just devolved to
"monster appears behind you, walk down straight path, hide in bush"

Overall, It's an enjoyable game with spooky monsters and really nice scenery. The game gets a yes from me.. I don't have any
friends. But the single players good.
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decent game but i prefer CS:GO to this. First off this is a alpha build - its rough its crude the bugs could drag a racoon off - that
said its definatly that girl your friend wants you to meet - you know the one with the great personality - and you dread that
sentence

ok first off this is a older style xcom/fallout tactics styled game - you have gear you loot you do underhanded things

Pros
Cover system seems to work
ai isn't brain dead
the maps look good for a older style game
you get the feeling of this is a broken world

cons
Story is lacking - its not the worse story I've ever dealt with its not even top 50 but its also not good
The camera will make you want to hurt someone (wasd is easiest and Q and E spin camera ignore ure mouse)
the inv system is clunky

all in all I'd say this could be a good game if someone really takes care of it and I enjoy playing it as it brings me back to earlier
days - its fun has a bit of dark humor and is a bit wierd but I'd buy it again. Great game as a whole. Beautiful art, as well as a
simple yet compelling story. I did take issue with a particular fight (maybe about halfway through the game) that seemed to
require way too much RNG for my liking, but I got passed it working with what I could and I'm glad I did. Its nice to play a
game here and there that just lets you explore and take things in strides like this gem did. The puzzles and platforming all just
make it one good adventure. The game isn't too long but I feel the price point is okay for this game. If you get it on sale like I
did then even better and it will make it truly worth it!. This is a few minute psychedelic gem. It left me literally floored.. A
decent and unique puzzler that is an okay time if you want to relax. This gets a recommendation but just barely, as I don't feel it
isn't anything too special. You may want to look elsewhere before you spend your money.. Not worth the price. No
improvement in gameplay.
No use in playing when lineouts 90% of the time get thrown past the jumpers,
the 9 is never at the rucks. Forwards spend most of the time in the backline.
Even setting the pods to 4\/4 which solved the forwards in RC2.
No progression of career mode and AI chooses worse possible teams.
No distinction in 15s vs 7s players, 7s players end up in the 15s team.

NOT WORTH IT.. This is the continuation of Hacker Evolution, and it sets up and entirely new scenario. If you enjoyed the
first one, you're bound to love this one!. Cannot recommend this game. Nothing fun here for me.
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